ABSTRACT For the nonlinear, time-variable and unpredictable environment (such as the manipulator workspace that has many random and moveable obstacles), a Hammerstein adaptive (HA) impedance controller based on a Hammerstein impedance model is proposed in this paper. The model consists of a static nonlinear element and a linear dynamic element, which can describe the nonlinearity of the environment. Then, an adaptive law is designed by a Lyapunov function, which can adjust the parameters of the static nonlinear element, so that the model has good adaptability and robustness for the environment. By introducing a parameters self-adjust model-free adaptive controller as the inner position controller, the HA impedance control system is built, which does not require the knowledge of the robot dynamics. In order to verify the force-control performance of the proposed control scheme, some simulations and experiments are done on a bionic wrist joint actuated by pneumatic muscles. Compared with the conventional impedance controller with constant parameters, experimental results demonstrate that HA impedance controller has better force tracking characteristic and can restrict the contact force effectively, no matter how the external environment changes, which increases the safety between robots and humans or operation objects.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, robots have more opportunities to work for humans in daily life, which increases the chances of physical interactions between robots and humans, other robots or various daily necessities. Hence, the adoption of compliance control algorithms is necessary to ensure the safety of humans and breakage prevention of robots and operation objects. At present, compliance control algorithms mainly contain the impedance control and the hybrid force/position control. Impedance control algorithm is originally proposed by Hogan [1] in 1985. The method is to keep an impedance relationship between the manipulator position error and the contact force with environment, instead of tracking a desired motion or force. Compared with hybrid force/positon control, impedance control considers dynamic characteristics of a manipulator and doesn't need specific mission arrangements, which makes it widely adopted in manipulator compliance control [2] , [3] . In the face of the time-variable and unpredictable external environment, impedance control with constant impedance gains cannot obtain a good performance [4] , [5] . Therefore, many work on adaptive impedance control has been done in past several years. Ficuciello proposed a variable impedance controller for 7-degree-of-freedom manipulator. The controller with a suitable modulation strategy has better performance than the constant impedance, and allows reaching a favorable compromise between accuracy and execution time [6] . Khoshdel presented a variable impedance control based on the voltage control strategy for a lower-limb rehabilitation robot. The impedance parameters of the controller were evaluated by Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Logic (IT2F1), which makes the controller have good performance in therapeutic exercises [7] . Ryuta proposed an adaptive impedance control law for a variable stiffness actuator (VSA). By using the relationship between motion and passive impedance, the control law adaptively adjusts the passive stiffness to minimize the energy consumption, which doesn't need explicit desired impedance [8] . Koivumäki proposed a novel non-switching impedance control scheme for hydraulic robotics manipulators. The dynamic relationship between the manipulator and the environment was analyzed by using a virtual power flow, and then the impedance behavior was designed for the system [9] . The above methods have good robustness and environment adaptability, which ensures the robotic systems have good safety and compliance. But these control schemes with inner force controller always need accuracy dynamic models of robotic systems which are difficult to be obtained in practice [10] - [14] .
In order to achieve impedance control with less or no the knowledge of robotics dynamics, the impedance control schemes with a learning controller or a model-free position controller are presented [15] - [17] . He W developed an impedance control scheme with an adaptive neural network (NN) controller for an n-link robotic manipulator. From the simulation results, the control algorithm has a good impedance tracking performance [18] . Kim et al. [19] proposed a position-based impedance controller for force tracking of the wall-cleaning unit, and the controller doesn't use the dynamic model of the control object and has a good force tracking performance. But all the above methods are based on the conventional linear impedance model which cannot well describe the nonlinearity of the external environment.
Hammerstein model is a kind of typical nonlinear models, and can describe many nonlinear problems, such as biological systems, electric systems, smart material systems, chemical process systems and so on [20] - [24] . In this paper, we design Hammerstein impedance model for depicting the nonlinearity of the external environment. The static nonlinear element of the model is a third order nonlinear polynomial, and the conventional impedance model is selected as the linear dynamic element of the model. For improving the adaptability and robustness of the model, an adaptive law is designed via a Lyapunov function. By introducing a parameters self-adjust model-free adaptive controller (PSA-MFAC), the Hammerstein adaptive (HA) impedance control scheme without the knowledge of robotic dynamics is proposed. In order to verify the force control performance of the proposed control scheme, some simulations and experiments are conducted by choosing a pneumatic muscle actuated bionic wrist joint as the control object, which demonstrate the effectiveness of HA impedance control scheme. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the conventional impedance controller. Section 3 presents Hammerstein impedance model and designs an adaptive law to adjust the parameters of the model. Section 4 verifies the force control tracking characteristic and the environmental adaptability by simulations. Section 5 gives the experimental set up and results to further verify the control performance of the proposed controller. Section 6 summarizes the main contribution of this paper.
II. CONVENTIONAL IMPEDANCE CONTRAL
A manipulator end effector will be constrained as soon as it contacts with the external environment. The relationship between the end effector position and the contact force is a dynamic system and can be expressed as
where F ∈ R 3×1 is the contact force between the end effector and the environment, K e is the environment stiffness coefficient, C e is the environment damping coefficient, M e is the environment inertia coefficient, and
is the displacement vector of the end effector after contacting with the environment, x ∈ R 3×1 is the position of the end effector, x e ∈ R 3×1 is the positon of the external environment.
If the manipulator moves in a very low speed, the effects of inertia and damping can be neglected, and then (1) can be treated as the linear system which is represented as
From literature [1] , the conventional desired impedance model is described as
where M d is the desired inertia coefficient, C d is the desired damping coefficient, K d is the desired stiffness coefficient, F r ∈ R 3×1 is the desired contact force, and x r ∈ R 3×1 is the desired position. By adjustment, M d , C d and K d should be approximately equaled to M e , C e and K e , respectively. Set x = x − x r and F e = F − F r , (3) can be written as
According to (4) , the transfer function of impedance control is expressed as
From (5), the end effector position correction x can be obtained that
and then the desired position x r is expressed as follows
where x p ∈ R 3×1 is the planning trajectory of the end effector and the contact force F can be measured via a force/torque sensor. By taking x r into the inner position controller, the desired impedance characteristic of the manipulator can be implemented.
III. HARDWARE EQUIPMENT
As (3) shows, the conventional impedance model is a linear model, and its impedance parameters always are set as constant. Hence, its accuracy depends on knowledge of the environment [25] . Nevertheless, the external environment has time-variation, unpredictability and nonlinearity, so the conventional impedance controller cannot track the desired contact force accurately and has a weak robustness with the changing of the environment. In this section, we propose a Hammerstein impedance model for describing the environmental nonlinearity, and design an adaptive law to increase the environmental adaptability and robustness of the model.
A. HAMMERSTEIN IMPEDANCE MODEL
Hammerstein model was first proposed by Hammerstein in 1930. The model consists of a static nonlinear element SN(·) followed by a linear dynamic element LD(z) [25] , as shown in Fig. 1 . 
In Fig. 1, u(t) is the input variable, v(t) is the unmeasurable intermediate variable and y(t) is the output variable.
Each element in the model has the selectivity and diversity, so the model can describe a variety of higher-order nonlinear systems well [27] , such as biological systems, artificial muscle actuators, electric systems and so on.
Because of the nonlinearity of the external environment, Hammerstein model can be used for modeling the contact environment. Then, the conventional desired impedance model is used as the linear dynamic element, and a third order nonlinear polynomial which is always used to express nonlinearity is introduced as the static nonlinear element [28] , [29] . Therefore, Hammerstein desired impedance model can be represented as
where V e ∈ R 3×1 is the output of the static nonlinear element, the element parameters 
From (7) and (9), the desired position x r can be obtained.
B. ADAPTIVE LAW
Transform (9) into the state equation form expressed as follow
where x st is the status variable of Hammerstein impedance model, and A, B, C and D the state-space matrices expressed as follows:
By substituting the third order nonlinear polynomial into the linear state equation, (10) can be rewritten as
where P and are symmetric positive definite constant matrices. According to the Lyapunov function, existing positive definite matrix Q should satisfy
Set Q = 10 01 , the constant matrix P can be calculated via (14)
Time derivation of (13) iṡ
From (16), the adaptive law can be set aṡ
Substituting (17) into (16), we havė
It can be concluded that the impedance system is stable.
Define the positive definite matrix as
where γ 1 > 0, γ 2 > 0, γ 3 > 0 and γ 4 > 0. From (15) and (19) , the discrete form of equation (13) can be expressed as follow
where T is sampling period. To ensure the convergence of model parameters, α should be fulfill the following criteria
According to (9) and (20), Hammerstein adaptive (HA) impedance controller is acquired.
IV. SIMULATION
In this Section, the force tracking characteristic and the environment adaptability of HA impedance controller are simulated and verified. A bionic wrist joint actuated by pneumatic muscles (PM) is chosen as the control object and shown in Fig. 2 . And its inverse kinematic model is expressed as follow.
where L i (i = 1, 2, 3,4) is the length of the ith PM; L 0i is the initial length of the ith PM; r X and r Y are the radiuses of gyration around the X P axis and the Y P axis, respectively; θ X and θ Y are the rotation angles around the two axes, respectively. The inner position controller is a parameters self-adjust model-free adaptive controller (PSA-MFAC) which is one of our related work. The controller doesn't need the complex dynamic model of the control object, and has good environmental adaptability and robustness. The control law [30] and the adaptive law of PSA-MFAC are represented as (23) , (24) and (25) .
where (25) , the positon control for the PM bionic wrist can be achieved.
Therefore, the HA impedance control system contains a HA impedance controller and a PSA-MFAC controller, which is described in Fig. 3 . As Fig. 3 shows, PSA-MFAC controller, the contact judger and the bionic wrist are treated as the impedance control object, so X and F are the input and the output of the system respectively.
A. SIMULATION OF FORCE TRACKING CHARACTERISTIC IN CERTAIN ENVIORNMENT CONDITONS
In this section, the force tracking characteristic of HA impedance control is simulated, and then the simulation results are compared with the conventional impedance controller. The rotation angle function of the PM bionic wrist is θ Y = π /9sin(π t/6), the relative initial position between the wrist joint and the end effector is (0, 0, 100), the position coordinates of the external environment are (15, 0, 98.87) and (10sin(π t/10)+20, 0, sqrt (10 2 − (10 sin(π t/10) + 20) 2 ) respectively, the desired contact force F r is set as 0N, 3N and 10N respectively, the impedance parameters of the environment are K e = 10, C e = 0, and M e = 0, the parameters of the linear dynamic element are 
The parameters of the conventional impedance control are From Figs 4(a) to 9(a), we can notice that the conventional impedance controller can effectively restrict the contact force within requirement scope, but the instantaneous value of the contact force F at the moment of impact is very high and increases with the increasing F r . The simulation results described in Figs 4(b) to 9(b) demonstrate that HA impedance controller not only restrict the contact force obviously, but also has higher force tracking accuracy than the conventional impedance control. From Figs 4(b), 6(b) and 8(b) , the tracking error is only about 0.001N when the position of external environment is unchanging. Moreover, HA impedance controller dramatically reduces the instantaneous value of F, which enhances the safety and compliance of the bionic wrist, especially when the external contact environment is moving. 
B. SIMULATION OF FORCE TRACKING CHARACTERISTIC IN TIME-VARYING ENVIORNMENT CONDITONS
In this section, the simulation and analysis about the environmental adaptability of the proposed controller are presented. The rotation angle function of the bionic wrist is chosen as θ Y = π /9sin(π t/6), the relative initial position between the wrist joint and the end effector is (0, 0, 100), the desired contact force F r = 0 N, and the moving trajectories of the external environment are (15, The environmental model is selected as a nonlinear model expressed as follow (27) where K e = 15sin(π t/10)+15, C e = 0.01, and M e = 0.001. The simulation results are reported in Figs 10 and 11.
As described in Figs 10(a) and 11(a), the conventional impedance controller with constant impedance parameters has a poor adaptability. When both the environment position and the environmental parameters are changing, the conventional impedance controller cannot effectively restrict the contact force and keep a good force tracking characteristic. From Fig. 11(a) , the value of the contact force can be more than 100N, which far exceeds the desired contact force. In contrast, HA impedance controller always has good performance in the contact force restriction and the force tracking, no matter how the external environment changes (see Figs. 10(b) and 11(b) ), which illustrates that HA impedance controller has a better environmental adaptability for a nonlinear environment.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In order to further validate the proposed controller, a semiphysical experimental platform is set up, and its schematic is shown in Fig. 12 . The platform consists of an air compressor as an air source, a pneumatic FRL(filter, regulator and lubricator) for keeping the air pressure to be about 4bar, 8 two-ways solenoid valves (MEAD Isonic V1, response time: 10ms ), an Arduino Mega2560 board, an ATI six-axis force/torque sensor (output voltage range: ±5V, measurement range: F X = ±165N, F Y = ±165N,and F Z = ±495N, measurement accuracy: 1%), an angle sensor (CJMCU-99, 13-bit resolution) and a PC with MATLAB for running the proposed control algorithm program . Moreover, 4 selfmade pneumatic muscles (radius: 20mm, the maximum contraction: 21%, the working inflation pressure: 1-5bar, the to control solenoid valves, and then pneumatic muscles actuate the bionic wrist joint rotation. Based on Fig. 12 , the experimental platform is built and shown in Fig. 13 .
For verifying the force tracking characteristic and the environmental adaptability, the desired contact force F r is set to 1N, 3N and 5N respectively, and we select a rubber ball, a plastic box and a tong as contact objects respectively which have different impedance parameters. During the experiment, the contact objects are held by a person, which doesn't keep the contact point unchanged in the contact process. Therefore, the value of contact force is sometimes changing in process of contact as shown in Fig. 16 . In Figs 14 to 16 , the left half parts are the comparison between the proposed controller and the conventional impedance controller on contact force tracking characteristic, and the right half parts are the adaptive parameter changing curves. From the experimental results, HA impedance controller always has good force tracking characteristic and effectively restricts the contact force within the requirement range, no matter what the contact object is. The tracking error of HA impedance controller is about ±0.5N if the contact position is unchanging during the process of contact (see Figs. 14 and 15) . Compare with HA impedance controller, for different contact objects, the contact force controlled by the conventional impedance controller appears strong jitter during the process of contact, and its value sometimes is much higher than the desired force (see Figs 15(a) and 16(a) ). The phenomenon shows that the change of the external environment (such as position and parameters) effects the force limited function and tracking characteristic of the conventional impedance controller. As Fig. 15(c) described, the maximum tracking error can reach to 4N. Therefore, HA impedance controller has better force tracking characteristic, environmental adaptability and robustness than the conventional impedance controller.
VI. CONCLUSION
Because the external environment is nonlinear, time-variable and unpredictable, the conventional impedance controller with linear dynamic model and constant parameters always has a poor tracking characteristic and adaptability. This problem affects its control performance, which maybe inflict damage on humans, robots or operation objects. In this paper, Hammerstein adaptive (HA) impedance control system made of an outer HA impedance controller and an inner position controller, has been proposed for solving the problem. The outer HA impedance controller is based on the Hammerstein impedance model which is a nonlinear model. In this model, the conventional impedance linear model and a third order nonlinear polynomial are introduced so that the nonlinear of the environment can be described. In order to make the model have a good adaptability, an adaptive law is also designed by using a Lyapunov function. In addition, we select the parameters self-adjust model-free adaptive controller (PSA-MFAC) as the inner position controller. So, the whole HA impedance control system doesn't need the knowledge of the robot dynamics.
Moreover, some simulations and experiments are conducted for verifying the force control performance of proposed control system. The results show that HA impedance control system not only has a better force tracking characteristic than the conventional impedance control system with the same position controller, but also has a good environmental adaptability and robustness for the nonlinear, time-variable and unpredictable environment. 
